
The Game 61 

Chapter 61: Game Produced, Magical Wild Honey! 

Qin Lin and Chen Dabei entered the field at the back of the hall. When they entered, they saw that the 

seeds of the Quality 2 watermelons had already grown. 

That was good news for him. 

In other words, the seeds of the game could be taken outside. 

The next thing he needed to know was whether the seedless watermelon seeds of Quality 2 could be 

planted with Quality 2 watermelons. 

If he couldn’t maintain Quality 2, what about Quality 1? 

Or was it possible for one or two seeds to undergo environmental variation and nurture another Quality 

2 seed that was suitable for real land? 

He would have to try all that. 

Then, he thought of the Xiangshui Tribute Rice seed and instructed Chen Dabei, “Make another small 

artificial water field here and turn the soil to fertilize it according to the rice field standards. I have a use 

for it.” 

The seeds clearly indicated that there was a chance of mutation and adaptation to the environment. If 

this seed really adapted to the environment in Youcheng County, it could only be planted in Youcheng 

County. 

This kind of rice was too harsh on the environment. It could not be grown anywhere else. 

At that time, it might be too ostentatious to call it Qin Lin Rice, so it could be called Youcheng Rice. 

“Okay, Boss!” Chen Dabei replied, but he was clearly even more puzzled. Boss planted watermelons and 

potted plants, and now he even asked him to plant a paddy field. Could it be that he was going to plant 

rice in winter? 

After instructing Chen Dabei, Qin Lin returned to the hall. When he was free, he looked at the game. The 

level of the game character needed to rely on planting and picking crops to obtain experience. There 

was no way to level up. 

Before the crops matured, he could only control the game characters to explore the game map. With 

this thought in mind, he controlled the game characters to enter the forest. He was surprised to find a 

plot prompt in the game. 

The official introduction said that there were a lot of plots set in this version of Ranches Story, and they 

were randomly open. It was all up to the players to explore. 

But he had only just met Zach who gave him fishing rods and Arnie the dwarf who gave him ornamental 

fish. 



The key was that he had previously controlled the game characters to run through Ore Town, the 

seaside, the park… He had also entered the forest several times without triggering the plot. Today, he 

triggered it as soon as he entered. 

[There’s a bee here. Go ahead and look. I think there’s honey!] 

Qin Lin looked at the notification in surprise. 

He remembered that honey could be picked in the old version of Ranches Story. Besides, the old honey 

was in the tree in front of the house, but here it was in the forest. 

He tried to control the game character as he headed for the tree. Sure enough, he saw the beehive. As 

the game character approached the tree, he saw that the previous NPC, Zach, had come again. 

“Wow, bees have appeared here. There’s a lot of demand for honey in the Ore Town market. I can give 

you a set of tools to pick honey. I really look forward to receiving the honey you sent!” 

Zach faithfully fulfilled his duty as an NPC and left after saying his lines to the game character. 

Qin Lin also realized that there were more tools for collecting honey on the game character’s toolbar. 

Without hesitation, he controlled the game character to pick the honey from the tree. 

[Congratulations on obtaining 30 catties of pure wild honey!] 

It was actually pure wild honey! 

One had to know that the price of pure wild honey in the market now was very expensive. One catty 

would not be lower than 150 yuan. Some expensive ones even cost 300 yuan per catty. 

The reason why it was expensive was also simple. Pure wild honey was far from the city, and the natural 

environment was superior. The air was fresh and free of pollution. No human intervention had been 

used, which meant that there was no residue of anti-disease worms or antibiotic drugs like there had 

been in the breeding honey. 

In addition, pure wild honey had a low yield and a long production cycle. It was difficult to find it. The 

most important thing was naturally its high nutritional value. Some could even be used as medicine. 

Those prices could even reach 500 yuan. They were called medicinal honey. 

Qin Lin controlled the game character to put the wild honey into the storage room. Then, he controlled 

the game character to enter the forest and search. He wandered around the entire forest and actually 

found two more beehives, collecting another 60 catties of wild honey. 

Then, he went to the hall to find an empty jar. The pure wild honey plucked from the game did not have 

a single container, but was placed in a special overall container. 

After finding an empty cubicle to lock himself in, Qin Lin chose to enter the game. 

When expanding the villa, he had to build a new personal residence. Otherwise, it would be too 

inconvenient to enter the game. 

The few dormitories were now occupied by Gao Yaoyao’s employees. 



After entering the game, Qin Lin immediately went to the storage room. When he arrived at the 

container where the honey was stored, a strong fragrance of honey wafted into his nose, making him 

salivate. 

He looked at the note on the sign: 

[Pure Wild Honey: Quality 2 (90 catties)] 

[This is pure wild honey without any pollution or toxins. It has magical effects: texture +2, delicious +2, 

relieving fatigue +2, treating constipation +2, relieving chronic gastritis +2!] 

Qin Lin knew that different regions and types of wild honey had different effects due to different honey 

sources. The pure wild honey produced by the game did not have much effect. Other than the sense of 

opening and deliciousness, it only had the effect of relieving chronic gastritis and treating constipation. 

However, just treating constipation alone was definitely a blessing. 

Anyone with a history of constipation knew better than to think about having it again after the first 

time. It was too painful. They always felt like they were going to die in the toilet. 

Qin Lin decisively filled a small jar with honey. 

The small jar was small enough to hold a catty. Then he looked at the screen in his mind again. The 

image inside was already showing the surroundings of the toilet outside. 

Seeing that there was no situation, he exited the game with a thought. 

Qin Lin opened the cubicle door and left the toilet. A few tourists who were about to go to the toilet 

looked at the jar filled with yellow things in his hand in shock. 

The tourists looked at Qin Lin in shock and immediately looked like they had seen a ghost. They 

distanced themselves from him in disdain. 

“…” Qin Lin’s mind was filled with black lines. 

Have these people misunderstood something? 

He immediately hurried away as if nothing had happened and returned to the hall. He found a glass at 

the bar and made honey water. 

The most common way to eat honey was, of course, to soak it in honey water. A glass of cold honey 

water was definitely a treat. However, it was beginning to be winter, so it was best to soak it in warm 

water. 

Moreover, soaking wild honey in warm water was the correct way. This way, it would facilitate the 

dissolution. Not only would the temperature not be too high, but it would also allow the human body to 

absorb it more easily. 

After the honey was soaked, Qin Lin picked it up and tasted it. However, after taking two sips, his eyes lit 

up slightly. After drinking this honey water, he inexplicably felt refreshed, and the fatigue from moving 

things gradually disappeared. 



He hurriedly picked up the honey water and poured it in one go. The magical feeling slowly intensified. 

This should be the effect of relieving fatigue +2. 

In the past, he had often seen advertisements such as ‘drinking so-and-so drinks to relieve your fatigue 

and immediately feel refreshed’ on television. He didn’t know if those drinks were useful, but the honey 

water made from wild honey in this game really had this effect. 

Chapter 62: It’s Not That I Can’t Afford It, It’s That I Can’t Buy It 

“Qin Lin, are you drinking honey water?” Zhao Moqing walked in from outside with Lin Fen, who was 

holding Wang Cai’s hand. 

Wang Cai seemed to smell something. He ran to the bar and sniffed at the spot where the pure wild 

honey was. 

“Try it!” Qin Lin handed the cup of honey water to Zhao Moqing. 

Zhao Moqing took a sip of the honey water and was surprised. “Qin Lin, isn’t this honey water too 

delicious?” 

Qin Lin understood Zhao Moqing’s reaction. 

It already had the attributes of texture +2, delicacy +2, and fatigue relief +2. After taking a sip, he felt 

refreshed. 

This was definitely amazing. 

“Mom, try some too.” Zhao Moqing handed the honey water to Lin Fen. 

Lin Fen tasted it and found it equally incredible. “Xiao Lin, this isn’t ordinary honey, is it?” 

“Yes, it’s pure wild honey!” Qin Lin nodded. 

“Woof!” Wang Cai’s impatient cry sounded at this moment. 

It pranced at Lin Fen, its gaze fixed on the honeyed water as if to say that it was its turn. 

“I’ve never seen a dog as greedy as you!” Lin Fen complained. She quickly took out a transparent cup 

from her bag that was specially used to feed dogs. She put the honey water in it and placed it in front of 

Wang Cai. 

...... 

Lin Fen was obviously spoiling the dog more and more. For old people, it was really easy for their 

children to develop feelings for their pets when they were too busy. 

The dog sniffed it and hurriedly drank some of the honey water. After a moment, it bounced around and 

whined, as if to express that it was delicious. 

“Boss, there are more and more people. We’re going to recruit new people. We’re going to be too 

busy.” Gao Yaoyao entered the hall, sweating profusely, and complained to Qin Lin. 



“Thank you for your hard work. I’ll arrange it as soon as possible.” Qin Lin smiled and took a cup of 

honey water for Gao Yaoyao. 

He also knew he had to find someone. 

The fire at the villa was still a hot topic in Douyin. There were more tourists every day. 

“Thank you, Boss!” Gao Yaoyao thanked him sweetly. Since her boss had personally poured the water, 

she was too embarrassed to complain. 

But after gulping down the honey water, she also felt the difference and exclaimed, “Boss, this honey 

water…” 

She couldn’t believe it. This honeyed water was so good. It felt better than any drink. 

Was this still honey water? 

Gao Yaoyao’s exclamation attracted many tourists in the hall. 

The old man, who was feeding medicine to a little girl holding her stomach, looked over and then went 

forward to ask in embarrassment, “I’m sorry, may I ask, did you drink honey water?” 

“Yes, sir,” Qin Lin replied politely. 

The old man asked in embarrassment, “It’s a little presumptuous. Can you please make me a cup of 

honey water? My granddaughter has chronic gastritis. Who knew that it would suddenly act up? Honey 

water can replenish the spleen and stomach and relieve the pain of gastritis.” 

Qin Lin glanced at the girl. 

Wasn’t that a coincidence? 

His pure wild honey had the effect of treating chronic gastritis +2. 

He was not petty and immediately said to the old man, “Old man, please wait a moment.” 

He made a cup of honey water and handed it to the old man. 

“Thank you!” The old man was obviously well-mannered. He thanked him before taking the honey water 

and walking toward his granddaughter, handing it to the girl. 

The girl took the honey water and drank it. After a few mouthfuls, she said in surprise, “Grandpa, this 

honey water is delicious. Try it.” 

Seeing that his granddaughter was filial, the old man took a sip. “Eh, this tastes really good!” 

It could be said that in taste and texture, this honey water was definitely better than any drink he had 

ever drunk! 

Soon, the little girl finished her glass of honey water. 

She was also surprised to find a warm feeling in her stomach. “Grandpa, is the medicine better this 

time? It doesn’t hurt so much anymore.” 



“Really?” The old man was surprised, too, but he took a second look at the honeyed water. 

He was a doctor and knew that the medicine was still the original medicine. That must be the effect of 

the honey water. He had drunk some honey water just now. Ignoring the taste, he knew that the honey 

was not simple. 

But with such an obvious effect, it was probably medicinal honey that was specially used, right? 

That kind of honey was rare. The cheaper ones cost more than 500 yuan per catty, and the more 

expensive ones cost more than 1,000 yuan. It was not that ordinary people could not afford it, but they 

could not buy the real thing. 

Because there was a small amount of this medicinal honey and there were too many fake goods on the 

market, most people did not know how to differentiate them. 

“Grandpa, this honey water is so good. I want more.” The girl finished her glass of honey water and 

looked at the old man prettily. 

The old man took the cup and went to the bar with some embarrassment. He said to Qin Lin, “I’m really 

sorry. I know this is medicinal honey. Can’t you give me another cup? I can spend money.” 

The old man’s words surprised Qin Lin. This old man even knew about medicinal honey. In other words, 

the wild honey produced by this game was really medicinal honey. 

“Old sir, you’re too polite. It’s just a cup of honey water. It’s free.” Qin Lin was not stingy with a cup of 

honey water and immediately brewed another cup for the old man. 

Medicinal honey was a special kind of honey. It was more effective, more expensive, and even had 

medicinal value. 

The medicinal honey was also divided into grades. The ordinary ones had ordinary effects and also had a 

medicinal smell. 

Some treasures not only retained the sweetness of honey but also had better medicinal value. They 

could be used directly for medicinal purposes and cost more than a thousand yuan a catty. 

Qin Lin knew that the honey he picked in this game was not medicinal honey. However, with this to 

relieve fatigue +2, treat constipation +2, and treat chronic gastritis +2, it was definitely not inferior to 

those medicinal honey treasures. 

Besides, the honey water was so good that he thought of a new money-making project. 

He remembered that in the game, after bees appeared, honey would basically be refreshed every day. 

He would see how it went tomorrow. 

Seeing that the honey water in Lin Fen’s hand was gone, Qin Lin took out a cup and made a cup for Zhao 

Moqing and Lin Fen. 

“Woof!” When Wang Cai saw this, it stood up again and placed its transparent water bowl on the bar. 

Qin Lin was stunned. 



The dog’s purpose was clear. 

This guy! 

Lin Fen smiled and stroked the dog’s head. “My child is smart.” 

“…” Qin Lin was speechless. He made some honey water for the dog and put it away. 

What kind of child did his mother randomly recognize? 

So what did that make him? 

Has he become siblings with Wang Cai? 

“Xiao Lin, Moqing’s parents are coming to the house tomorrow. Remember to prepare the dishes.” Lin 

Fen remembered something and didn’t forget to instruct Qin Lin. 

These words made Zhao Moqing reveal a trace of embarrassment. Tomorrow, both parents would 

officially meet. 

If it weren’t for the fact that she and Qin Lin had already secretly registered their marriage, this first 

meeting should be considered the engagement stage. 

“Mom, I understand. Everything is ready.” Qin Lin immediately nodded. The matter with Zhao Moqing 

had finally been forgiven. How could he slack off? 

Quality 2 vegetables, fish, fruit, and Xiangshui Tribute Rice were ready. When the time came, he would 

prepare some other vegetables and seafood. 

As they were chatting, Qin Lin saw Chen Li walk in with the young man from before. He must be here to 

support the fund again. 

Chapter 63 - That Person Is Here to Deliver Money 

Chen Li came in and said to Qin Lin, "Boss Qin, shall we find a quiet place to talk?" 

"Director Chen, let's go over there." Qin Lin led Chen Li to a corner table and sat down. 

He knew that the other party must be here to talk about the support fund again. 

"Boss Qin, the county has already approved the matter regarding the villa support fund." Chen Li sat 

down and said, "We will be carrying out the 1+2 project and interest-free project repayment fund 

support for Boss Qin's villa. I wonder if Boss Qin has any ideas or project plans?" 

Qin Lin had studied the support policy and knew that Project 1+2 referred to a large project and two 

small projects. 

It was just that the county planned to support his villa in three more projects. 

The interest-free project repayment fund meant that he did not have to pay the interest. Moreover, he 

did not have to pay the money. After the project was built, he would pay with the money earned by the 

project. After paying, the project would completely belong to the villa. 

It also meant that the county had high hopes for his villa. 
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Qin Lin said, "Chief Chen, there's a plan. I've thought about the rafting project you mentioned 

previously. It can indeed build a 10-kilometer rafting project. All the facilities might cost more than 6 

million yuan." 

This was naturally the plan he had thought of from the beginning, but he knew that saying this would 

definitely make Chen Li feel very comfortable. 

As expected, Chen Li said with a smile, "This is considered a project. Boss Qin, do you have any other 

ideas?" 

Qin Lin smiled and said, "There's another idea. That is to expand the villa. There's a serious shortage of 

stoves for customers now. In addition, there's the problem of accommodation. I want to build some 

bridal chambers like the Hero Valley to solve some accommodation problems. This might cost more." 

The so-called bridal chamber was actually a building that was similar in size to a Mongolian yurt and a 

military tent. It was built in a special way. 

The wedding room in this scenic area was very small, but it had everything. There was everything in the 

small space and the infrastructure was complete. Many scenic areas used such accommodation 

buildings now. 

Moreover, this bridal chamber was not expensive. It was built very quickly. As long as the money was in 

place, it could be built in a month. 

"Yes, this can also be considered a project!" Chen Li nodded and asked, "What about the other project?" 

Qin Lin said, "I haven't thought about that yet. Why don't you give me a suggestion, Chief Chen?" 

Chen Li did not refuse and suggested, "Boss Qin, your villa is famous for its triangular plum blossom sea. 

You can create another sea of flowers. The villa covers an area of 500 acres, and most of it is barren 

land. You can completely create a 100-acre comprehensive sea of flowers. I believe it will be very 

popular." 

"Alright, then let's do as Chief Chen says and create another comprehensive sea of flowers!" Qin Lin 

agreed. In any case, he couldn't find a better project in this wasteland, for the time being, so he might as 

well follow Chen Li's suggestion. 

With these three projects, the support fund would probably exceed 25 million yuan. 

If he were to rely on himself to take it slow, it would definitely take a lot of time to build while investing 

in the mountain villa's income. 

With the support of the county, with the current number of tourists, he might have finished paying off 

the county in the same amount of time. The key was that he wouldn't have to spend a single cent. 

Seeing that they had probably come to an agreement, Chen Li said, "Boss Qin, other than the support 

fund, the county hopes that you can join the county's tourism association. At the entrance of the 

mountain villa, we can promote the other scenic spots in Youcheng County. During the holidays, the 

tourism association will also promote the tourism projects and hold discounts. When the time comes, 

we hope that you can join us." 



This was clearly an additional condition. 

Another reason why the county had taken a fancy to the number of tourists in his mountain villa was 

obviously that the mountain villa was very helpful to the county's entire area tourism + plan. 

This was no loss to him. It was good to contribute to the tourism industry in his hometown. 

Zhao Moqing was stunned and looked at Qin Lin in a daze. "Qin Lin, are you serious? The villa 09:15 

already owes millions. Where did you get the money from??" 

The key was that he could obtain many hidden benefits this way. As long as he developed well, it was 

equivalent to having invisible protection behind him. 

Therefore, Qin Lin nodded and said, "Chief Chen, that won't be a problem. Everyone will have to make 

the county's tourism + cake big enough for everyone to benefit." 

"It's good that Boss Qin thinks that way. Then the specific terms of the contract will be drawn up in the 

county before I inform you. You can also make a plan first. When the time comes, you will also need the 

Financial Bureau's plan to review and supervise." Chen Li was also very satisfied with this outcome. After 

that, he did not stay any longer and left with his men. 

This also allowed him to see that Boss Qin's overall vision was not bad. Such a person should not have 

developed the villa too badly. The county's support would definitely be rewarded. 

Qin Lin returned to the bar. 

Zhao Moqing asked curiously, "Qin Lin, who was that just now?" 

"Director Chen of the Tourism Bureau!" Qin Lin explained and asked Zhao Moqing with a smile, 

"Moqing, other than the Triangular Plum Blossom Sea, which part of the country do you think is more 

beautiful?" 

Zhao Moqing thought for a moment and said, "I've seen the publicity for the Sea of Flowers in the Light 

Town in Shen City. The flowers planted there include Rapeseed flowers, Persian Chrysanthemums, 

Hundred-day Grass, Cosmos sulphureus, Oncidium Hybridum, Begonia, Moran flower… The mixed Sea of 

Flowers has more than 280 days of uninterrupted blooming in a year. It's very beautiful. There are also 

many couples who choose to go there to take wedding photos." 

Hearing this, Qin Lin smiled and hugged Zhao Moqing's waist. "Then our villa will build our own Light 

Town. We'll plant these flowers. When the Sea of Flowers is done, we'll take wedding photos inside." 

Zhao Moqing was stunned and looked at Qin Lin in a daze. "Qin Lin, are you serious? The villa already 

owes millions. Where did you get the money from??" 

"That person just now sent money." Qin Lin smiled and told her about the support fund. 

"Is that true?" Zhao Moqing was surprised. She clearly didn't expect Qin Lin to receive so much support 

from the county for building a villa. 

"Of course!" Qin Lin said firmly, "We'll start work as soon as the support fund arrives." 



After that, Qin Lin took out his phone and went online to check on the proposal for the support fund. 

Zhao Moqing looked at Qin Lin with stars in his eyes. He couldn't help but think of a sentence: 

She said she liked French sycamores, that year the streets were planted with sycamores! 

Chapter 64: Testing the Xiangshui Tribute Rice! The Mountain Villa’s Passenger Capacity Has Reached 

its Limit! 

By evening. 

Qin Lin was sitting in front of the computer at the bar counter and preparing the proposal for the 

support fund when Chen Dabei ran in with beads of sweat on his forehead. He reported, “Boss, the 

artificial field you asked me to dig has been dug up and fertilized!” 

Puzzled, Lin Fen asked, “Xiao Lin, what are you doing turning over the fields?” 

“I want to cultivate some rice seedlings,” Qin Lin explained with a smile. He took out the Xiangshui 

Tribute Rice seeds he had brought out from the game from under the bar and a book called “Detailed 

Explanations of Cultivation of Rice Seeds”. 

The seeds were already soaked and disinfected. After all, this was not a game. In reality, rice had to be 

disinfected before being planted. 

Lin Fen didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. “Child, what month is it now? Why are you still cultivating 

rice seedlings? Your generation hasn’t been in the field before. You don’t even know common sense.” 

“Mom, I know. Our southern rice is divided into early rice, middle rice, and late rice according to the 

planting time. The early rice cultivation is from March to April, most of the time around the Tomb 

Sweeping Festival. The middle rice cultivation is from April to May. The late rice cultivation is in mid to 

late June.” Qin Lin smiled and knew it was worth it to read this book. Then he said, “My rice seeds are a 

special breed. They can be planted in winter.” 

The Xiangshui Tribute Rice, like the Quality 2 watermelon, was not restricted by the season. It could be 

said that this was a very shocking attribute in itself. 

“??” Lin Fen was clearly shocked. “There’s rice that can be planted in winter?” 

Born as a farmer, she’d obviously been given a hard time. It was the first she’d heard of it. 

Qin Lin smiled and said, “Mom, there’s nothing strange about planting rice in winter. Our country 

already has such technology, but mine is a little special.” 

Hearing this, Lin Fen didn’t ask any more questions. Technology was developing rapidly now, and 

someone as old as her was almost unable to keep up. 

Chen Dabei, who was following behind Qin Lin, couldn’t help but ask curiously, “Boss, is what you said 

true? There’s really rice planted in winter?” 

...... 



“I wonder if I can plant it here.” Qin Lin smiled and said, “This seed is too demanding on the 

environment, climate, and soil. I’m just trying it out. Otherwise, do you think others would give me such 

a good seed?” 

Chen Dabei nodded. “That’s true! If it were me, I wouldn’t give this seed to anyone. It would be amazing 

if I could plant it in winter.” 

However, what Qin Lin was waiting for was the special attribute of the Xiangshui Tribute Rice, which had 

an extremely low chance of adapting to the environment and climate. 

All it would take was that one seed to adapt, and that seed might grow rice of his own. 

It had to be known that back then, Old Master Yuan could support the people of a country with just a 

seed he found. 

With this seed and the relevant books left behind by Old Master Yuan’s seniors, he was only waiting for 

a chance. 

Qin Lin followed Chen Dabei to the overturned artificial water field. 

He rolled up his pants and went to work in the field. He saw Lin Fen holding Wang Cai and Zhao 

Moqing’s hands and following him. 

When she heard about her son’s special breed of rice seeds, she couldn’t help but come over to take a 

look. Moreover, her son had never been in the field since he was young. How could he know how to 

cultivate seedlings? 

When he got closer, he saw Qin Lin, who was scattering seeds. He said anxiously, “Xiao Lin, you can’t 

scatter seeds like this. You have to distribute them evenly. Otherwise, the soil won’t be fertile enough 

and the seedlings won’t grow well enough.” 

With that, she took off her shoes, rolled up her pants legs, and entered the field. 

“Mom, what are you doing here?” Qin Lin couldn’t stop his mother in time. Her actions were too 

smooth. 

“Woof!” Wang Cai also cried out excitedly. Seeing that Lin Fen had also gone down, he walked forward. 

This time, Qin Lin was anxious. He hurriedly pointed at Wang Cai and shouted, “Don’t come down.” 

“Woof!” Wang Cai thought that its master was calling it, so it pounced into the field excitedly and rolled 

over. 

“…” Qin Lin’s mind was filled with black lines. 

When this dog was supposed to understand human language, it gave him this f*cking trick. 

“Wang Cai, what are you doing in here?” Lin Fen was also anxious. She took two steps forward and 

patted Wang Cai’s mud-covered head several times, chasing it up. 

“Woof!” Wang Cai stood at the edge of the field and whined. It was obvious that it yearned for the mud 

inside. 



Zhao Moqing, on the other hand, was taking photos of the dog. At this moment, the dog was too funny. 

Lin Fen took the rice seeds from Qin Lin’s hand and skillfully scattered them. Before her family moved to 

the county city, she and her deceased husband had always been farming by themselves. She was 

proficient in such small matters. 

Qin Lin could only watch helplessly from the side. With nothing to do, he could only instruct Chen Dabei, 

“After that, build a fence around this field.” 

“Okay, Boss!” Chen Dabei immediately nodded. 

The boss had personally arranged things. Those who weren’t proactive were fools. 

After they finally finished their work, Qin Lin and Lin Fen came out of the field and went to the hall to 

wash the dirt off their legs. They saw a girl dressed in fancy clothes walking while holding her phone. She 

shouted sweetly, “Family, today, I’ll take you to see the most popular Triangular Plum Blossom Sea on 

the Internet. When you see the little squirrel inside later, remember to tip the little squirrel to buy pine 

nuts…” 

“…” When Qin Lin saw this scene, he didn’t need to guess to know that it was a small Internet celebrity 

who was here to check in and gain popularity. 

Chen Dabei said, “Boss, our villa’s Triangle Plum Blossom Sea has become even more popular on Douyin. 

Over the past two days, many such Internet celebrities have come to take advantage of the popularity.” 

“As long as it doesn’t affect the tourists, we’ll ignore them. This will also help maintain the popularity of 

our villa.” Qin Lin knew that there was no way to put an end to such people who were trying to gain 

popularity. After all, this was the mainstream of the Internet nowadays. 

Not to mention these people, after his Triangular Plum Blossom Sea became popular, all the places in 

the country that had Triangular Plum Blossom Sea rushed out to take a share of the profits. 

Unfortunately, when his Qinglin Villa became popular, other than the few top-notch triangular sea of 

flowers in the country, the others who came in to freeload were really just cannon fodder. Instead, it 

made Qinglin Villa’s triangular sea of flowers even more popular. 

No matter how hard they tried, they could not produce those naturally meaningful and poetic 

promotional videos. 

These days, the number of fans in his villa had increased to more than 300,000. 

More importantly, the number of fans was increasing every day. After several years of publicity, the 

Hero Valley only had 900,000 fans. This was also the reason why the county was optimistic about his 

villa. 

With just the Triangular Plum Blossom Sea, many scenic spots would be envious of this rate of increase 

in fans. 

At night, Zhao Moqing handed the statistics of the villa to Qin Lin and frowned. “Qin Lin, just the 

triangular sea of plum blossoms and the jungle adventure and slippery grass behind it seem to have 

exceeded the capacity of the villa.” 



Qin Lin took the data and frowned when he saw the number of visitors today. They had actually reached 

their limit so quickly. 

Chapter 65: Breaking 250,000 per Day! Too Many People Can Only Limited Flow! 

The number of tourists the villa received today had already exceeded 1,500, reaching 1,512. The tickets 

were sold for 76,050! 

 

The Quality 1 okra, yam, and broccoli that he had taken out of the game were almost all sold out. They 

matured twice a day. The Quality 1 okra was 1,650 catties, the yam was 900 catties, and the broccoli 

was 750 catties. All of them were 15 yuan per catty, which made a total of 49,500 yuan. 

 

1,250 catties of Quality 1 strawberries and 68 Quality 1 watermelon were all sold out. 11 Quality 2 

watermelons were also sold, making a total of 82,920 yuan. 

 

There was also a total of 23,650 yuan for renting fishing rods, stoves, grills, wild fish, slippery grass, 

jungle adventures, and so on. 

 

In addition, the wholesale fruits and seafood from Lin Feng and Wang Wei had not only increased in the 

variety of fruits these days, but the number of all kinds of seafood had also been adjusted from 30 

catties to 100 catties. The turnover had also reached 23,875 yuan. 

 

Today, the villa’s turnover reached 254,485 yuan. 

 

Most of them were free sales produced by the game. 

 

However, with a turnover of more than 250,000 yuan a day, each tourist only spent 160 yuan per person 

at the villa. 

 

It was an extremely failed consumption. 

 

Even if his family was in trouble and he had to work part-time to earn some money, taking Zhao Moqing 

on a short-distance trip would cost more than 160 yuan. 

 



Therefore, the villa was really embarrassing in this aspect. After all, the villa’s entertainment facilities 

and consumption projects could not keep up at all. 

 

Now, the villa’s ability to receive guests had reached its limit. Not only were the employees completely 

unable to serve the increase, but they also needed to continue recruiting. The density of the sea of 

flowers had also reached its limit. 

 

Qin Lin said helplessly, “Moqing, use the villa’s official Douyin number to send a notice. Tomorrow, the 

Triangular Plum Blossom Sea will only welcome 1,500 tourists. Then, please forgive us and promote the 

Youcheng County scenic area that is closer to us.” 

 

“Okay! I’ll get Yaoyao to take a video later and edit it when I get back!” Zhao Moqing nodded and said 

worriedly, “This should make many tourists unhappy.” 

 

“That can’t be helped!” Qin Lin said helplessly. 

 

The fire was going too fast. The villa had no foundation. This was like most civilian Internet celebrities. 

They suddenly exploded in popularity and would go cold in an instant if they took too big a step. 

 

The more time passed, the more he had to restrain himself. After all, the Triangular Plum Blossom Sea 

was a scenic spot. Once the density exceeded the capacity, there would be no viewing experience. 

 

Zhao Moqing also knew this and went to find Gao Yaoyao to take a video. There was no choice. She and 

Qin Lin were the kinds of people who couldn’t face the camera. They could only pull up Yaoyao, this 

pure and cute foreman, to be a strong man. 

 

At night. 

 

As soon as she returned home, Zhao Moqing sat in front of the computer and started editing and filming 

videos. He recommended looking for pictures at the Youcheng County scenic spots near the villa. 

 



She was not very familiar with video editing. She felt that when it reached a certain scale, she would 

have to ask Qin Lin to hire a video editor. After all, the Douyin fans in this villa grew very quickly and 

went straight to 400,000. 

 

Qin Lin cut a plate of block-shaped Quality 2 watermelon and brought it into the room. He picked up a 

piece with a toothpick and fed it to Zhao Moqing. “You’ve worked hard. Have a piece of watermelon.” 

 

Zhao Moqing opened his mouth and ate the watermelon. He said meaningfully, “My shoulders are very 

sore.” 

 

“I’ll help you massage!” Qin Lin immediately understood and stretched out his hands to massage Zhao 

Moqing’s shoulders. 

 

“Woof!” The dog’s voice sounded. It ran in and rested its head on Zhao Moqing’s thigh, looking forward 

at the watermelon with a clear purpose. 

 

Zhao Moqing stroked Wang Cai’s head, picked up a toothpick and a watermelon, and fed it to Wang Cai. 

 

“…” Qin Lin sighed silently when he saw this. He served his wife, and his wife served the dog. 

 

He suddenly found his family position worrying. 

 

After Zhao Moqing edited the video, he sent it out. 

 

With the Triangular Plum Blossom Sea being a trending topic, it was very easy for the video posted by 

the official account of Qinglin Villa to be trending. Not long after, many people saw it. 

 

The next day, when Qin Lin woke up, he realized that Zhao Moqing was already awake. 

 

“You’re up so early. Why don’t you sleep more?” Qin Lin asked with a yawn. 

 



Zhao Moqing said, “We sent a notice yesterday. Weren’t you worried about being scolded?” 

 

Qin Lin thought about it and agreed. After all, I wanted to come to your place to play, but you told me to 

limit the number of people. Everyone would have objections. 

 

He also took out his phone to look at the video posted by the official account of the villa last night, but 

the situation that worried him did not appear. Instead, there were many good comments and various 

suggestions below the video: 

 

“The owner of the villa has a sense of the big picture. The triangular plum blossom sea has a limited 

passenger volume. The villa doesn’t have any additional projects. It’s best to limit the number of 

tourists. Otherwise, it will affect the viewing.” 

 

“The boss still restricts visitors for the viewing pleasure of the tourists. At least he doesn’t cut them up 

like leeks. He might not care about another scenic spot.” 

 

“I hope the villa can set a time so that we foreign tourists don’t make a wasted trip!” 

 

“Let’s open up online bookings. We’ll go after we get tickets. It won’t be a wasted trip!” 

 

“…” 

 

“I don’t think anyone scolded us!” Zhao Moqing said in surprise as he held his phone. 

 

“Yes!” Qin Lin nodded. He had thought that he would be scolded, but he felt that he could not keep up 

with the Internet. 

 

However, there were quite a number of scenic spots that showed that there was no limit to the number 

of visitors to their scenic spots. 

 

But it was good not to be scolded. 

 



He looked at the mental screen. The crops were ripe. He controlled the game characters to pick the ripe 

crops and put them in storage, then planted new seeds. 

 

Then, he controlled the game character to enter the mountains. The pure wild honey refreshed again. 

As expected, just like in the old version of the game, the wild honey refreshed almost every day. 

 

That made him think of new moneymaking projects. 

 

Besides, after searching the woods, there were three more nests of wild honey. 

 

After plucking all the honey and putting it in the storage room, he got up and ate some of his mother’s 

porridge before heading to the warehouse. 

 

As soon as he reached the warehouse, he entered the game and headed for the storage room. The first 

thing he did was get to the container where the pure wild honey was stored. 

 

90 catties yesterday and 90 catties today. Excluding the one catty he had brought out yesterday, there 

were already 179 catties of honey in the container. 

 

Thinking about yesterday’s honey water, he could totally start a honey water project at the villa and use 

the medicinal honey as a publicity stunt. Now, many scenic spots cost 20 yuan for a cup of milk tea. His 

honey water couldn’t be worse than milk tea, right? 

 

As he thought about it, Qin Lin had a plan. 

 

After transporting the mature crops to the mountain villa in batches, he went to the supermarket and 

bought some large transparent containers to enter the game to store pure wild honey. 

 

Youcheng County. 

 

Chen Liyi also met a middle-aged man at the Tourism Bureau. 

 



“Sun Xian, this is the information on the support fund for Qinglin Villa. According to the three projects 

we discussed, the funds might reach 23 million yuan. The most expensive should be the expansion 

projects like the bedroom accommodation and the restaurant. After that, it’s the rafting project. The sea 

of flowers project is the lowest.” 

 

Sun Xian took the information and looked at it. He said, “Chief Chen, this time, a Qinglin Villa suddenly 

appeared in Youcheng County. We received a wave of online dividends and made up for it. As you know, 

we have developed many scenic areas, but they are relatively far from the county city. Tell me more 

about this villa.” 

 

Chen Li nodded and said, “It’s very popular. I just don’t know how popular it will become in the end. 

Currently, the villa should be receiving 1,000 tourists every day. It’s just that the development of the 

villa is a long story. That’s why I’m so anxious to invite you to a meeting to pass this fund support plan. 

With our help, the special fund will basically be put into use in a month.” 

 

“The key is that I discovered that Chen Shengfei of the Blue Ocean Corporation, Ma Liewen of the 

Hengyun Corporation, and the owner of the villa have a good relationship. There’s still a possibility of 

developing a high-end customer base in this villa. I’ll investigate this more.” 

 

These words clearly moved Sun Xian. 

 

He knew about the Blue Ocean Corporation and the Hengyun Corporation. 

 

If such a group could invest in Youcheng County, the impact would be huge. 

 

There were still many things worth investing in Youcheng County, but small county cities couldn’t attract 

investors. 

 

As the two of them were talking, they saw the young man who had followed Chen Li walk in. “Chief 

Chen, you asked me to keep an eye on Qinglin Villa. The villa made an announcement last night that the 

flow limit has started today.” 

 

“Why is the flow limited?” Chen Li frowned. 

 



With this kind of popularity now, he hoped the villa would make good use of it and not mess around. 

 

The young man explained, “It seems that the number of customers at Qinglin Villa exceeded 1,500 

yesterday. Their ability to accept customers is limited, so they had no choice but to limit the flow. 

They’re too popular now. With just a triangular sea of plum blossoms, their official account has almost 

400,000 followers.” 

 

“There were more than 1,500 people yesterday?” Chen Li was in disbelief. This was only 500 people 

away from the 2,000 people a day he had expected. 

 

If not for the fact that the villa’s facilities were too poor, it would not be difficult to reach 2,000 people. 

 

The young man continued, “Although the traffic in Qinglin Villa is restricted, the video also promoted 

the nearby scenic spots in the county city.” 

 

“Boss Qin is really good at looking at the big picture.” Chen Li couldn’t help but look happy when he 

heard this news. 

 

“Let’s go to the meeting. I’ll call the others.” Sun Xian couldn’t help but be moved. There were only so 

many scenic spots in the Hero Valley that the county had invested in. Chapter 66: Even Dogs Like It, Let 

Alone Humans! 

The large containers that Qin Lin had bought were all transparent jars with a capacity of 20 catties. After 

cleaning them, he stored all the pure wild honey in the game and sent it to the villa. 

As soon as he arrived at the villa, he moved the honey into the storage room behind the bar. Gao 

Yaoyao brought six people over. 

The number of tourists at the villa had been increasing recently, and there were also recruitment notices 

posted in the villa. 

He did not expect six to come today. 

Four girls in their 20s and two middle-aged women. 

“Boss, they’re all here to apply for a job,” Gao Yaoyao said as she approached. 

Qin Lin also looked at the six of them. It was obvious that the four girls had not been in society for long. 

They still carried the hesitation and caution of job seekers. 

He got the six of them to follow him to the side and took their information from Gao Yaoyao. 



The four girls were naturally applying for service positions in the scenic area, and the two middle-aged 

women were applying for the job of cleaning ladies. 

Then, he routinely asked the four girls questions that some recruiters would ask. For example, if they 

had any relevant work experience, why they had quit their previous job, or even if the four girls were 

single… 

These questions seemed to be nonsense and were criticized by many people online. However, after 

becoming a real boss, he felt that these boring questions were actually reasonable. 

Actually, the questions were not the key. It was just that one could at least preliminarily see the 

character of the applicant in these simple questions. 

For example, if he asked the four girls if they were single, would he really care if they were single? 

He wanted to see how the girls reacted to the question. After all, this was the travel service industry. If 

they weren’t embarrassed by the question, weren’t ashamed, weren’t conflicted, and could answer with 

a calm smile, that meant their communication was good. They were definitely suitable for the service 

industry. 

Or, for example, why had the applicant quit her last job? 

Some people subconsciously complained that they couldn’t do this or that in their previous job, or 

complained about their colleagues. No boss would like such people. 

However, his villa was in the scenic service industry, so he did not have to be so particular about it. The 

most important thing was to see if the four girls were lively enough or not. 

These questions were more or less obvious. 

After all, one could not keep a straight face in front of tourists, right? 

The four girls had lively personalities. It should be good for them to adapt to their jobs, so they all 

stayed. 

He asked the two middle-aged women who had applied for the cleaning job again. He felt that there 

were no problems and let them stay. 

After that, Qin Lin also took out six labor contracts to sign with the six of them. The probation period 

was a month. Then, he instructed Gao Yaoyao, “Lead the two sisters to Sister Hong’s place and bring the 

four of them to get their work clothes. Before the tourists come, familiarize them with the 

environment.” 

Sister Hong was the manager of the villa’s cleaning lady. It turned out that she was the cleaning lady of 

the Zhongliang Hotel in the county. She had resigned from the hotel because her daughter-in-law had 

given birth and was waiting on her. 

“Alright!” Gao Yaoyao nodded and said to the six of them, “Follow me!” 



After handing the newly recruited employee to Gao Yaoyao, Qin Lin also entered the bar and picked up 

the small jar of pure wild honey water from yesterday. Then, he took out a few empty glasses and 

started to put honey in them. 

“Qin Lin, why are you making so much honey water?” Zhao Moqing walked in with Wang Cai. 

Wang Cai seemed to smell honey. It swung its legs over the bar again and grinned at him. 

Qin Lin pretended to fabricate, “The medicinal honey that I brought back yesterday is pretty good, right? 

Yesterday, I only tried to see if it tasted good. Coincidentally, I found another channel and can get a 

batch of medicinal honey every day. I want to start a medicinal honey water project in the villa. After all, 

our villa is also lacking in drinks. We only have canned coke and mineral water.” 

“Now I’m trying to match the amount to see what the proportion of the least medicinal honey can be 

put in a glass of water without affecting the taste or texture.” 

The Quality 2 wild honey produced by the game was good, but one could not expect a drop of honey to 

make a cup of water delicious. 100ml of water had to have a corresponding proportion. 

As for how much, he would have to figure out the ratio. 

Moreover, he would not sell the honey water of Quality 2 cheaply. After all, the effect was there. 

“Qin Lin, I realize that you have the potential to be a profiteer!” Zhao Moqing teased. Then, she walked 

into the bar and said, “Let me help you.” 

She took the spoon from Qin Lin’s hand and carefully put honey into the cup as if she was afraid of 

putting too much. 

When Qin Lin saw this scene, he cursed in his heart. How could she call him a profiteer? This woman was 

even more unscrupulous than him. 

However, this was how business was. As long as it did not affect the customer experience, they would 

definitely try their best to save as much as possible, especially when this thing was rare. 

Before long, the two of them had found the optimal ratio. About 100ml water to 5g Quality 2 honey 

tasted best. It wasn’t too sweet or too bland. The key was equally delicious. 

“100 ML5 grams!” Qin Lin took out his calculator and started calculating. 

Quality 2 was about 90 catties a day, which was 45,000 grams. The large plastic cup commonly used for 

milk tea was 700 Ml, which was 35 grams. That large cup of milk tea could make 1,286 cups. 

This didn’t seem to be enough. He was sure most people would buy it if they knew the effects of the 

honey water. Besides, many people would definitely drink a second cup after drinking it. They might 

even take one with them. 

This was because in the past when he and Zhao Moqing traveled together with their classmates in 

university, it was mostly the same. When they encountered delicious food, they would eat a portion in 

the scenic area and come out to eat a portion. Some classmates even packed a few portions. 

Zhao Moqing also asked, “Qin Lin, how much do you plan to sell this medicinal honey water for?” 



Qin Lin smiled and said, “Those scenic spots dare to sell large cups of milk tea for 20 yuan a cup. My 

medicinal honey is a good thing. It’s not too much to sell it for 100 yuan a cup, right?” 

This was definitely not too much. After all, the wild honey produced by his game also had the additional 

effects of relieving fatigue, constipation, and chronic gastritis. 

Zhao Moqing clicked his tongue when he heard a cup of 100 yuan. “Tourists who don’t know will 

definitely be shocked by a cup of 100 yuan. Why don’t we add some coconut into the honey water? At 

least it will make people feel that there’s a lot.” 

“Yes, that’s fine. We can add something cheaper and sell a few more cups.” Qin Lin nodded. Coconut 

fruits weren’t worth much, so they could be added. Tourists would think that he had a conscience. 

With this, 1,286 cups could be converted to 1,500 cups. If one cup cost 100 yuan, that would be 150,000 

yuan. After deducting costs and so on, that meant that a pound of honey could be sold for more than 

1,600 yuan. 

This had already exceeded the price of a lot of medicinal honey. It could be considered a luxury item. 

Zhao Moqing was still a little worried. “It’s 100 yuan a cup. It’s scary just listening to it. Let’s do some 

more publicity and also mark out the effects of this medicinal honey. It’s best to hold a tasting session. 

Otherwise, with so many haters online, I’m afraid we’ll be scolded to death.” 

“I’ll listen to you.” Qin Lin nodded. “It just so happens that the sales center can be activated. At the 

same time, we can also publicize the sales center. When the time comes, the medicinal honey water 

project will be placed in the sales center.” 

If a 100-yuan drink was not publicized, ordinary tourists who did not know would indeed find it difficult 

to accept. It was definitely possible to be scolded. 

Therefore, publicity was still needed. Let’s have a free trial drink! 

“Woof, woof!” Wang Cai barked. 

They turned and saw the dog leaning over the bar, staring at them as if to remind them that they had 

forgotten something. 

“It’s been waiting to drink honey water!” Zhao Moqing said with a smile. 

Qin Lin also picked up a cup of honey water and poured it for the dog. 

The dog grinned, showing its happy tongue. 

Zhao Moqing smiled when she saw this. She was even more confident in Qin Lin’s medicinal honey 

water project. 

If the dog liked to drink it so much, what about humans? 

Chapter 67: A Small Status! Watermelons Grow Too Fast! 

After making the plan, Qin Lin naturally had to implement it. After feeding Wang Cai honey water, he 

said to Zhao Moqing, “I’ll go to the city to buy a few milk tea sealing machines and order a batch of 



special cups. At the same time, I’ll get Qin Ren’s studio to help make an advertisement for the medicine 

honey water and order some coconut fruits.” 

Zhao Moqing thought of something and said, “By the way, my brother is preparing to open a milk tea 

shop recently. He should have channels for coconut and milk tea plastic machines. I’ll ask him directly.” 

“Alright, I’ll leave this to you. I’ll handle the rest.” Qin Lin nodded and took the small electric key on the 

table to leave. 

Zhao Moqing stopped Qin Lin and handed him a BMW key. “Take my brother’s car.” 

“You haven’t returned the car?” Qin Lin asked. 

Zhao Moqing explained, “My father still has a car. He can’t drive it even if he goes to school. My brother 

will drive that car first. He said that it’s inconvenient to drive it on a small electric vehicle. Let us use this 

car first.” 

“Thank my brother-in-law for me.” Qin Lin could sense Zhao Moyun’s good intentions. 

Now that he was rich, it was time for him to buy a car. And the problem of the house had to be resolved. 

It had been so many days since it opened, and there was already more than 1.5 million yuan in the villa’s 

account. 

When they reached the parking lot, Qin Lin drove his brother-in-law’s BMW to Qin Ren’s studio. 

“Yo, the big boss is here,” Qin Ren teased as soon as he saw him. 

His other partners stood up enthusiastically to welcome him. After all, with the flow of people from 

Qinglin Villa, the other party would definitely have to cooperate with them in terms of advertising 

planning. 

Hu Fei said very warmly, “What can I do for you today, President Qin?” 

...... 

Qin Lin smiled and said, “I wouldn’t dare to instruct you, but I happen to need advertising plans for some 

products, such as okra, watermelon, strawberries, and so on. The most important thing is still medicinal 

honey water. I need about a 2-meter tall and 1-meter wide advertising cloth. You can help me add the 

content of the advertisement to relieve fatigue, slow gastritis, constipation…” 

Qin Lin explained his request to Hu Fei. 

At the side, Qin Ren suddenly said, “Lin Zi, does your medicine have an effect on constipation?” 

Qin Lin nodded and said, “It does have some effect. Are you constipated?” 

Qin Ren hurriedly shook his head in denial. “How could I be constipated? It’s a friend of mine. I’m asking 

for him.” 

Qin Lin and Hu Fei smiled when they heard this. 



When Qin Ren saw their obvious looks of disbelief, he hurriedly changed the topic. “By the way, Lin Zi, 

you should find a custom-made milk tea cup, seal, straw, and so on to make this medicinal honey water, 

right? Our studio has two customers who do this. I’ll help you pull up a WeChat group to contact them. 

Just let them bid for it. It’ll save you the time of running around.” 

“You can do that?” Qin Lin asked in surprise. 

He was just ordering some medicinal honey cups! 

Qin Ren asked, “President Qin, have you not changed from your position yet? In a small place like 

Youcheng County, you can be considered a big boss, okay?” 

“Who can do it like you, who has to limit traffic because there are too many customers? Which milk tea 

shop in Youcheng County can do it with just 1,500 customers?” 

“How about consuming a thousand milk tea cups a day? The price for a set of three boutique cups plus 

LOG is about $2. They make a profit of $0.50. That’s also $15,000 a month.” 

“Everyone knows that your villa will develop again. When the time comes, there will be more traffic and 

more consumption. In a small place like Youcheng County, you are a quality long-term customer. They 

would be fools not to go all out to snatch you as a client.” 

“This is reality. Only the parties involved know about the hardships of starting a company in a small 

place. Do you think it’s a company that can easily negotiate millions or tens of millions of orders?” 

Qin Lin smiled and said, “Alright, help me arrange it.” 

Qin Ren didn’t waste any time. After a moment, he pulled Qin Lin into a group and pulled two more 

people in. 

One was called Fuhai package! 

One was called Xiao Chen package! 

As soon as the two of them entered, they tagged Qin Ren and sent a message. 

“What can I do for you, President Qin?” 

“What are your orders, President Qin?” 

Qin Ren didn’t waste any time. He directly tagged Qin Lin and sent a message. “This is my brother, 

President Qin of Qinglin Villa. He wants to customize a batch of cups. Send him your prices.” 

As soon as Qin Ren’s message was released, the two of them sent a price list over at the same time. 

During this period of time, the most popular place in Youcheng County was Qinglin Villa. There was an 

endless stream of tourists every day. If the boss of Qinglin Villa wanted to customize a cup, he would 

definitely consume a lot of it every day. Furthermore, it was a long-term customer, so he naturally did 

not dare to neglect it. 

It was very stressful to do business in a small place like Youcheng County. 

Qin Ren looked at the price list and said to Qin Lin, “The price is already cheaper than before.” 



Qin Lin nodded. 

The price lists they both handed out varied. The cheapest thin plastic cups were five cents each, the 

expensive ones were laminated and molded, and the PP-thickened hardcover large cups were custom-

made and cost two yuan each. 

Qin Lin wouldn’t choose the cheap ones either. After all, he was taking the high-end route with the 

gimmick of medicinal honey water. Naturally, he chose the most expensive internal sticker mold, a thick 

hardcover cup with a PP, and a custom-made logo. 

Both of them offered two yuan, which meant that the lowest price that the two families could afford 

was also here. 

Qin Lin thought for a moment and sent a message to the group. “Make a physical image for me to see. 

Print the logo of Qinglin Villa — Medicinal Honey Water.” 

When the two people in the group saw this request, they did not hesitate and asked Qin Lin to wait for a 

while. 

After a while, there was movement in the group again. The two of them had posted a video of a 

boutique cup. They had both printed the logo of Qinglin Villa’s medicinal honey water and had the 

background color. 

A small place like Youcheng County shouldn’t expect the other party to have much of a custom-made 

logo. They were all about the same. 

Qin Lin did not hesitate about this. It was fine as long as it could be used for the time being. However, he 

chose the Fuhai package at first glance. 

The other party was smart enough to use the pattern of the Triangular Plum Blossom Sea as the 

background. 

Sometimes it was like that. A little shine could make people decide. 

Qin Ren also said to Fu Hai, “Bring your sample to my studio. I’ll make tea and wait for you.” 

“Thank you, President Qin,” Fu Hai replied. 

The other person had already stopped moving. When he saw the other party’s sample, he knew that he 

had no chance. After all, he was not as smart as the other party. 

The boss of Fuhai plastic packaging was called Zhang Shi. As soon as he saw Qin Lin, he said 

enthusiastically, “President Qin, thank you very much for choosing our Fuhai plastic packaging.” 

“President Zhang, you’re too polite!” Qin Lin smiled and shook hands with the other party. 

He could sense from the other party’s attitude that he had some status in Youcheng County. 

“President Qin, this is the sample!” Zhang Shi immediately took out the sample and handed it to Qin Lin. 

“It has been treated and disinfected. There’s no problem with using it immediately.” 



Qin Lin took the sample and looked at it. He was quite satisfied, so he said, “President Zhang, according 

to this quality, I’ll order 10,000 small, medium, and large cups first. However, I hope to get 3,000 

tomorrow morning.” 

Zhang Shi immediately said, “Alright, I’ll arrange for someone to work overtime immediately.” 

Qin Lin nodded. “Then let’s sign the contract! The subsequent orders will depend on the usage of this 

batch first.” 

“President Qin, President Hu, may I borrow your studio printer?” Zhang Shi said to Qin Ren and Hu Fei 

happily. 

This deal could be considered a negotiation. He believed that as long as he maintained the quality and 

quantity, he would definitely be able to cooperate with Qinglin Villa for a long time. 

Hardcover cups with sealed mold, straw, small, medium, and large cost 1.4 to 2 yuan. 

The total price of 30,000 cups was 50,000 yuan. The deposit was 20%. The delivery was 10,000 yuan. 

A milk tea shop with such an average cost would definitely not be able to afford it. Only those brand 

chains and scenic spots could afford it. 

After signing the contract with Zhang Shi, Qin Lin drove away and returned to the villa. 

As soon as he entered the villa, he saw Chen Dabei coming out of the backyard of the hall. He must have 

just finished watering the watermelon seedlings. 

He called the man over and asked, “What’s the status of the watermelon seedlings?” 

Chen Dabei immediately reported in surprise, “Boss, those watermelon seedlings have already begun to 

grow. They’re growing too fast.” 

“It’s already in the growing period?” Qin Lin was surprised. 

Although this Quality 2 seed of seedless watermelon said that the growth period was extremely short, 

wasn’t this growth speed too fast? 

How long was this seed planted? 

At this rate, it would become a watermelon in less than a month. 

Chapter 68: Maximize the Value of the Game! 

The maturation period of watermelons was generally 85 to 95 days, which was about three months from 

planting the seeds to harvesting. 

Now, many agricultural experts were also working on shortening the growth cycle of watermelons. 

There was also a technology that had made considerable progress that could reduce the ripening period 

of watermelons by half a month. 

It seemed that the expert who developed this technology had also won some small agricultural awards. 



Qin Lin was not familiar with this kind of thing, but looking at the watermelon seedlings that had already 

crawled out, if he could cultivate seeds, not to mention what quality the watermelons could maintain 

without the game land, shouldn’t he be given a prize for this one month of maturity? 

Beside him, the transplanted seven-colored symbiotic triangular plum potted plant did not die either. 

This was a good sign. 

If this seven-colored symbiotic triangular plum could be successfully cultivated, although it was 

impossible for the transplanted potted plant to grow to the level of the triangular plum flowers in the 

sea of flowers and there was no game attribute enhancement, it would definitely be more beautiful 

than ordinary triangular plum. 

When the time came, he could transplant the potted plants in bulk. They should be popular with many 

tourists. 

“Boss, without a greenhouse, watermelons can really be planted.” Chen Dabei said in a praising tone. 

He had also been born in the countryside as a child, so he naturally knew that the temperature of 

watermelon planting had to be between 25 and 30 degrees. Otherwise, the seeds would hardly 

germinate. But now that winter had begun, everyone was wearing thicker long-sleeved clothes, and the 

temperature was already below that range. 

As expected of a new breed. 

If the game seeds could be planted in reality, there would be no problem with the first step. That would 

depend on the second step, which was to nurture seedless watermelon seeds of Quality 2 in reality. 

Seedless watermelons did not have seeds and could not directly produce seeds. It was very troublesome 

to cultivate watermelon seeds through seedless watermelon seeds. 

He was also looking at relevant knowledge these days. He had to first treat the seedlings of the Quality 2 

seedless watermelon seeds taken out of the game with colchicine to make it multiply again. Then, he 

would pollinate it with ordinary watermelons during the flowering period… After several troublesome 

procedures, the watermelon that was replanted would produce seedless watermelon seeds. 

Naturally, there were other genetic techniques. They were too esoteric and involved a lot of knowledge. 

He didn’t delve too deeply into them. He couldn’t understand them at all. 

He could only nurture it according to the easiest method. Whether it succeeded or not depended on 

luck. If it really did not work, he would use a simpler organization to nurture it. There was no way to 

promote it on a large scale. 

In other words, he still had to plant ordinary watermelon seeds. 

It was winter, so ordinary watermelons would definitely have to rely on the greenhouse. 

Moreover, he had to remember the blooming period of the seedless watermelon and ordinary 

watermelon so that he could control the time of pollination. 

After all, watermelons only bloomed for two days. Some even bloomed in the morning and closed in the 

afternoon. 



No matter how precious the seedless watermelons produced by the game were, they could only be 

cultivated after ordinary watermelons were planted. 

As Qin Lin thought, he instructed Chen Dabei, “Help me clear out three acres of land. I want to build a 

greenhouse!” 

“Okay, Boss!” Chen Dabei nodded. 

When Qin Lin returned to the hall, he went online to contact the company related to the construction of 

the greenhouse and placed an order. The other party would send someone over to build it tomorrow. 

Zhao Moqing walked in from outside with a bag of coconut in his hand. “Qin Lin, my brother contacted 

the coconut channel and the milk tea sealing machine. It’s just that it will take time for the order to be 

delivered now. My brother said that we should use the milk tea sealing machine and coconut that he 

had originally prepared. We can use what we ordered after his milk tea shop is renovated.” 

“Thank my brother-in-law for me.” Qin Lin smiled and nodded. 

“Let’s try the coconut honey water,” Zhao Moqing said as she opened the coconut. She took out two 

spoons and placed them in a cup. Then, she took out the Quality 2 wild honey and soaked it in water. 

She placed a straw on it and handed it to Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin took a few sips and said, “Not bad!” 

The Quality 2 honey water produced by the game was very delicious, to begin with. However, this 

coconut was a little redundant. However, as long as the taste was not affected, they could sell more. 

“In the afternoon, I’ll get Yaoyao to cooperate and send a video to announce the new medicinal honey 

water on the official account,” Zhao Moqing said as she held Qin Lin’s hand. “Now, we should go back 

first. Mom is urging us to bring the ingredients for dinner back quickly.” 

“I’m ready!” Qin Lin smiled and nodded. 

He had to entertain Zhao Moqing’s parents at home at noon. Quality 2 items and some ordinary seafood 

were already prepared. 

After entering the storage room behind the bar and taking out the things, Qin Lin said to Gao Yaoyao, 

“Yaoyao, take a look at the villa at noon. We’ll go back first.” 

Gao Yaoyao was still young and capable. She was also a foreman now. If it wasn’t a big deal, she could 

handle it. 

Zhao Moqing drove Qin Lin home in his brother’s BMW, then drove out again to pick up his parents in 

the East District. 

After parking the car, she called her parents. 

A moment later, Chen Xiao, Zhao Xianhong, Zhao Moyun, and Li Jiawen walked down together. 

Li Jiawen immediately went up to her sister-in-law. “Moqing, I’m going to have lunch with your brother 

today. Don’t lie to me. Is there really a big fish weighing more than 30 catties?” 



Zhao Moqing teased, “Jiawen, you’re just a little foodie. Why didn’t you get fat!” 

Li Jiawen said proudly, “I’m a natural beauty. I don’t gain weight from eating.” 

“Yes, it’s just that you complain every night that you’ve become heavier,” Zhao Moyun teased, making Li 

Jiawen grit her teeth and look at her. 

“Dad, Mom!” Zhao Moqing stepped forward and held their arms. 

She felt more or less different now than she had before. Before, she had only been part of her parents’ 

family. Now she had another home to take her parents to as guests in her own home. 

“Hmph!” Chen Xiao snorted and pretended to ignore her daughter. 

“Mom!” When Zhao Moqing saw this, she immediately acted like a little girl and wheedled with her 

mother. 

Zhao Xianhong smiled and said, “Moqing, ignore your mother. She was still dressing up seriously up 

there just now. She was even afraid of embarrassing you!” 

Chen Xiao rolled her eyes at her husband in dissatisfaction. 

After they got into the car, Zhao Xianhong asked Zhao Moqing, “Did you invite your uncle-in-law today? 

You got into the tax bureau through his connections. If you resign, you have to treat him to a meal to 

thank him.” 

“I’ve already told him.” Zhao Moqing nodded and said, “But Uncle said that there’s a problem with 

another township enterprise. He’s going to bring people for a closed review again.” 

“Yes, that’s more important.” Zhao Xianhong nodded. 

After getting into the car, Chen Xiao, who had been holding it in for a long time, finally couldn’t help but 

ask, “Moqing, how’s Qin Lin’s villa now? I saw on the Internet that there are many guests in the villa.” 

“It’s alright!” Zhao Moqing explained, “According to the previous statistics, the daily turnover has 

already exceeded 250,000 yuan.” 

“250,000 yuan a day?” Zhao Moyun suddenly said in surprise. 

He knew that Qin Lin’s villa was very popular now and had guessed his current turnover. However, he 

did not expect his turnover to be so high. 

One had to know that his KTV’s monthly turnover was only 400,000 yuan. Qin Lin’s villa had already 

exceeded his monthly turnover in two days. 

Moreover, because he was concerned about his sister, he had also checked the relevant information and 

knew that such popular scenic spots were also profitable. 

In other words, his hard work for a month was not worth two days? 

At this moment, Zhao Moqing said, “However, the turnover is temporary. We will launch a new product 

tomorrow. Moreover, the villa has a limited number of guests. From now on, we will restrict the 

reception of guests. When the villa develops a new project, we can receive more people.” 



“…” Zhao Moyun suddenly didn’t want to speak anymore. 

Zhao Moqing continued, “The county is also worried for Qin Lin. They’re anxious to help him develop the 

project. It seems like they want to approve a support fund of more than 23 million yuan for Qin Lin to 

develop the villa.” 

“…” Zhao Moyun was completely silent. 

He felt that his sister was super Versailles. 

When Zhao Xianhong and Chen Xiao heard this, they could no longer remain calm. Chen Xiao sighed 

silently and felt a little embarrassed. If she had known that Qin Lin could become successful so quickly, 

why would she care about her daughter? 

Zhao Xianhong seemed to sense his wife’s emotions. He smiled and teased, “Is the son-in-law I chose for 

you alright?” 

“…” Chen Xiao! 

Zhao Moqing also smiled and said, “Mom, I’ve always said that Qin Lin is very outstanding, right?” 

“…” Chen Xiao! 

Did this husband and daughter not know how to read her mood? 

Her daughter-in-law was still the best. She was quiet and considerate. 

Li Jiawen suddenly teased, “Dad, Moqing, it’s not like you don’t know that Mom cares about her 

reputation. She will definitely refuse to answer this question.” 

“…” Chen Xiao! It seemed that no one in the family was easy to deal with. 

Chapter 69: Can This Rice Be Purchased? 

Zhao Moqing parked the car in the neighborhood. 

The neighborhood was old and a little messy, but there were many parking spaces because most of 

them were rented out. The owners were unwilling to live in them, and even fewer could buy a car. 

“Dad, Mom, Brother, Sister-in-law, let’s go up!” Zhao Moqing closed the car door and led the family into 

a building. 

The corridor was a little dim, and the environment was clearly not good. 

When they arrived at Qin Lin’s rented apartment, Zhao Moqing took out his key and opened the door. 

The interior was small and the environment was as bad as the outside. 

In the past, when they saw such an environment, Chen Xiao and Zhao Xianhong would definitely wonder 

if their daughter would suffer. Now, they admired Qin Lin. 

Without the help of her parents, her family owed so much money. It was admirable to be able to turn 

the tables so quickly in this environment, no matter the reason. 



As long as one succeeded, the bitterness of the past would be the best foil, making success even more 

glorious. Otherwise, there wouldn’t be so many successful people who always liked to talk about their 

difficult past. 

In the hall. 

Qin Lin and Lin Fen were busy, and the dog beside them was quietly lying on a cushion in the corner. 

Lin Fen had specially bought it to sleep. 

Seeing that Zhao Moqing had arrived with his family, Qin Lin immediately went forward. “Dad, Mom, 

Brother, Sister-in-law, you’re here. Come in quickly.” 

“Wow, there’s a dog. Qin Lin, when did you have a dog?” Li Jiawen saw the dog as soon as she came in. 

She went forward in surprise and tried to touch Wang Cai’s head. 

...... 

But the dog clearly didn’t want to acknowledge her. It cocked its head to one side. 

The treatment was completely different from the first time it met Zhao Moqing and Lin Fen. 

“…” Li Jiawen. 

“In-laws, please sit down.” Lin Fen was a little helpless at the side. After all, her son had done something 

unkind and secretly collected the marriage certificate without telling the other party. 

After Chen Xiao, Zhao Xianhong, Zhao Moyun, and Li Jiawen sat down, Lin Fen said, “Um, I’ll go cook.” 

Zhao Moqing pulled Lin Fen back and let her sit down. “Mom, Qin Lin and I will cook for you today. Just 

wait.” 

“Yes, Moqing and I personally made a table of delicacies today to thank you for giving birth to us and 

allowing us to meet.” Qin Lin smiled and agreed, pulling Zhao Moqing into the kitchen. 

The atmosphere outside was a little awkward. 

Lin Fen was a little embarrassed. What her son had done was unkind. She was afraid of being blamed. 

Chen Xiao was also a little embarrassed. In the past, she had often said in front of her daughter that she 

would suffer if she followed Qin Lin. 

She glanced at her usually eloquent husband, son, and daughter-in-law, hoping the three of them would 

ease the awkwardness. 

Zhao Xianhong, Zhao Moyun, and Li Jiawen were calm at this moment, waiting for Chen Xiao to perform. 

After all, she was in charge of this family. 

Even the dog seemed to sense the unusual atmosphere and looked up questioningly. 

“Um, in-laws, do you watch TV?” As the host, Lin Fen spoke first. She took out the remote control and 

turned on the television. 



As soon as the television was turned on, she heard two women pointing at each other and cursing. It 

was the melodrama that took place in the penthouse. 

“In-law, you’re watching this drama too?” Chen Xiao was surprised. 

Lin Fen nodded. “Yes, now this killer looks like he’s about to reveal something. I think Female 3 might be 

the killer.” 

Chen Xiao also nodded crazily. “I think so too. She’s the most likely.” 

The two of them suddenly started chatting happily. They even sat next to each other, as if they had 

become super familiar with each other. 

“…” Zhao Moyun! 

“…” Zhao Xianhong! 

When the two men saw the scene in front of them, even with their brains, they could not react. 

Only Li Jiawen looked at the two of them and hesitated. 

She also felt that Female 3 might be a bad person. 

However, the two elders were chatting and it was a special day. It was not appropriate for her to 

interrupt. 

She clearly wanted to participate. It was so uncomfortable to hold it in. 

… 

The rich aroma of rice was already wafting through the kitchen, intoxicating them. 

Zhao Moqing asked in surprise, “It smells so good. Qin Lin, what special rice did you use today?” 

“This is specially used to entertain our parents. No one can eat it even if they want to.” Qin Lin smiled 

and avoided the question. 

This was naturally Xiangshui Tribute Rice of Quality 2, taken from the game. It had the attributes of + 

rich nutrition +2, mellow +2, delicious +2, and vitamin VPP anti-aging +2. 

In the past two days, he had gained a lot of Xiangshui Tribute Rice. He had saved a lot in the game, and 

he had also gained some Quality 2 Xiangshui Tribute Rice. He just didn’t take out any of them. 

This thing was not suitable to be taken out in large quantities. 

After all, if they couldn’t finish something that even most rich people couldn’t eat, wouldn’t it make 

people explode in anger? 

Especially the Quality 2 Xiangshui Tribute Rice. That was even more heaven-defying. This thing could be 

kept for the family to eat. As for the Quality 1, other than keeping some, it could only be sold in the 

game. 

Unless he could use game seeds to grow this kind of rice in Youcheng County, then he could take it out 

in large quantities. 



Beside him, there was also a wild grass carp head of Quality 2 and a wild salmon of Quality 2. 

It could be said that 90% of the rich in the country could not eat this meal even if they had money. 

As for the ordinary seafood on the side, they were just accessories. 

“Cut the watermelon and bring it out to them with the strawberries. I’ll cook,” Zhao Moqing said as she 

picked up the grass carp head beside him and prepared to make fish head soup. 

Her cooking skills couldn’t be compared to a real chef’s, but she had no problem cooking at home. 

Besides, the ingredients were good. As long as she knew how to cook, it would definitely taste good 

under the attributes of delicious +2 and taste +2. 

Qin Lin also picked up a watermelon and cut it. Then, he brought out the washed Quality 2 strawberries. 

When he arrived at the hall, he saw Lin Fen and Chen Xiao sitting together and chatting happily. He was 

clearly stunned. 

When had his mother and mother-in-law become so close? 

As soon as the Quality 2 watermelons and strawberries were served, Zhao Moyun and Li Jiawen were 

attracted. 

The two of them had eaten that special quality watermelon and strawberry at the villa. 

Li Jiawen picked up a strawberry and placed it in her mouth. The deliciousness immediately spread in 

her mouth. It was still as delicious as before. 

Zhao Moyun also picked up a piece of watermelon and tasted it. 

He had eaten it once last time and was still thinking about the deliciousness of this watermelon. 

Lin Fen also said to Chen Xiao and Zhao Xianhong, “In-laws, try it too. This is a special variety of 

watermelon and strawberries sold in Xiao Lin’s villa. It’s very delicious.” 

As he spoke, he personally handed the couple watermelons and strawberries. 

The couple tried it when they heard Lin Fen say that. Then they both looked surprised. It was really very 

delicious. 

They had eaten many watermelons and strawberries in the past, but none of them could compare to 

this. 

Not long after. 

The meal was ready. 

When Lin Fen invited the family to sit down, Qin Lin also came out with a rice pot. As soon as he opened 

it, the fragrance of the rice in the pot wafted. 

The dog rose instinctively to its feet at the smell of this mellow aroma. 

“Why is this rice so fragrant?” Li Jiawen asked in surprise. 



As a foodie, she was curious. 

“It’s the Xiangshui Tribute Rice. I was lucky enough to buy some,” Qin Lin explained half-heartedly. 

“Xiangshui Tribute Rice? I’ve never heard of it. It seems very impressive.” Li Jiawen took out her phone 

and searched for it curiously. Just the name alone aroused her curiosity. 

But when she saw the row of messages that popped up, she was dumbfounded. “Isn’t this rice too 

awesome?” 

She had learned a lot today. 

Royal rice was rare and even the rich could not buy it. It had once been sold for 10,000 yuan… 

The news was all too shocking. 

“What’s wrong?” Zhao Moyun asked curiously when he saw his wife’s expression. 

Li Jiawen said nothing and showed him the phone. 

“F*ck…” Zhao Moyun cursed. He did not know that there was such expensive rice. 

No wonder it was called tribute rice. 

Damn it, he opened a KTV and a milk tea shop. He should be considered one of the best among the 

young people in their 20s, right? But when he saw this information, he felt like he could not afford to eat 

rice. 

“You’re shouting and being rude.” Zhao Xianhong was a teacher and cared a lot about etiquette. 

Zhao Moyun did not explain and handed the phone to his father. 

Zhao Xianhong looked at Xiangshui Tribute Rice’s introduction and then was not calm either. 

What the hell… 

“In-law, try this rice.” Lin Fen was very close to Chen Xiao now. She picked up a bowl of rice and handed 

it to Chen Xiao. “The rice Xiao Lin brought back is very delicious. I can eat it even without the side 

dishes.” 

When Chen Xiao heard this, she took the bowl and took a bite curiously. However, in an instant, the 

mellow fragrance overflowed in her mouth. The texture and deliciousness made her say, “This rice is 

really delicious. Where did you buy this rice? Our family will buy dozens of catties tomorrow.” 

“…” Zhao Xianhong. 

“…” Zhao Moyun. 

“…” Li Jiawen. 

The three of them looked at Chen Xiao. 

Dozens of catties? 

Did she think this was cabbage? 



Chapter 70: Medicinal Honey Promotion! Sky-high-priced Drink? 

Chen Xiao noticed the strange gazes of his husband, son, and daughter-in-law and asked in confusion, 

“Why are you looking at me like that?” 

Zhao Xianhong did not think that his wife did not know anything. He handed her the phone and looked 

at it. After all, he did not know the actual situation of the rice either. 

However, Chen Xiao’s face turned red when she saw the contents of the phone. 

They could not buy this rice at all. Fortunately, she had only said that in front of her family. It would be 

so embarrassing if there were outsiders. 

She returned the phone as if nothing had happened and immediately changed the topic to praise Qin 

Lin. “Qin Lin is really capable now. The villa is doing well. It’s all thanks to him that we can eat such 

rice…” 

When Lin Fen heard Chen Xiao praise her son, she heaved a sigh of relief. Her in-law did not blame her 

son for what he had done. She immediately praised Zhao Moqing. “Xiao Lin is a brat. It’s his blessing to 

be able to marry such a gentle and virtuous girl like our Moqing.” 

Chen Xiao shook his head and said, “My daughter isn’t as good as you say. She’s very delicate. Qin Lin is 

still the best…” 

Lin Fen also shook her head and said, “No, there are really too few good girls like Moqing now…” 

Zhao Moyun and Li Jiawen looked at each other. To be honest, the two of them were a little envious. 

When they were engaged, the parents of both parties didn’t praise each other like this. 

Zhao Moqing came out with the wild fish head soup. When he heard Chen Xiao and Lin Fen’s words, he 

was delighted. 

What woman didn’t want her mother-in-law and mother to get along? The two families were 

harmonious. 

After putting down the fish head soup, she said to Qin Lin, “Help me serve the dishes.” 

“Okay!” Qin Lin entered the kitchen together. 

...... 

Lin Fen picked up an empty bowl and gave Chen Xiao a bowl of fish soup and a piece of tender meat. 

“In-law, try this fish soup. It’s a wild big product and is usually very rare.” 

Zhao Moyun and Li Jiawen had been to the villa and seen the big fish in the hall. They also knew that this 

kind of big fish cost 280 yuan per catty. The key was that it really cost 280 yuan per catty. It was really 

impossible to buy it outside. 

Therefore, after the three elders got a bowl of fish soup, the couple quickly got a bowl for themselves. 

They had just swallowed it when they could not help but continue taking a second mouthful. 

It was a classic! 



It was indeed a big item that they could not buy even if they wanted to. 

Chen Xiao and Zhao Xianhong were also shocked. 

People in their teens usually only ate home-cooked food or went to restaurants or banquets. They had 

never eaten such delicious fish. 

Or maybe they hadn’t even thought about fish being this good. 

They used to hear about delicacies. 

This was probably it, wasn’t it? 

Soon the big wild salmon cargo was brought out. 

After the meal, everyone felt comfortable all over. As time passed, the fish meat was digested in their 

bodies, and there was a warm current flowing in their bodies. It was very comfortable. 

“Not only is this fish delicious, but did you also put in some medicinal herbs?” Zhao Moyun couldn’t help 

but ask. The feeling of comfort was indescribable. 

Li Jiawen also held Zhao Moqing’s arm and said enviously, “Moqing, I’m so envious of you. In the future, 

I’ll always be able to eat such delicious food. I’ve decided to come to your house often to freeload. You 

can’t despise me.” 

The first time the two sides met for dinner was very pleasant. 

After that, Zhao Moqing was responsible for sending the family back to the East District. 

Qin Lin prepared 5 catties of Xiangshui Tribute Rice and two wild goods for Zhao Moyun to bring back. 

He didn’t give too much for fear of startling Zhao Moqing’s family. 

When they arrived at the East District, Zhao Moqing stopped the car and said, “Dad, Mom, Brother, 

Sister-in-law, I won’t go up with you. Qinglin Villa is going to launch a new product tomorrow. We still 

have to organize the sales center and promote the new product in the afternoon. I’ll go back and fetch 

him to the villa.” 

Chen Xiao said with a smile, “Okay, go ahead and get busy. Also, don’t throw a tantrum with Qin Lin. 

Where can you find such a good son-in-law?” 

“Yes, Mom, I know,” Zhao Moqing replied sweetly. Now, she finally didn’t have to listen to her mother 

telling her to guard against Qin Lin. 

It was too awesome. 

Chen Xiao also let her son and husband carry the rice and two wild goods upstairs. 

When she arrived at the door, she saw a neighbor coming down. “Chen Xiao, did you guys come back 

from outside? What a big fish. Is this wild?” 

Chen Xiao smiled and said, “Yes, they’re all wild!” 



The neighbor was surprised. “It’s amazing how big a wild fish is. You can’t get it outside, can you? Where 

did you get it?” 

Chen Xiao said proudly, “Of course not. This is from my son-in-law.” 

“Son-in-law?” The neighbor asked in confusion, “Is Moqing married? I didn’t see any news from your 

family!” 

Chen Xiao hurriedly explained, “They’re not like us. They registered their marriage first and found a 

chance to get married later. By the way, the recently popular Qinglin Villa is owned by my son-in-law.” 

Zhao Moyun and Li Jiawen watched from the side as Chen Xiao suddenly became a show-off. 

Who would have thought that they had to guard against Qin Lin before this? If Moqing came home a 

little later, Chen Xiao would call her, afraid that the two of them would mess around. From the looks of 

it, Chen Xiao probably couldn’t wait for the two of them to mess around now. 

… 

After Zhao Moqing picked up Qin Lin, he did not go straight to the villa. Instead, he went to the largest 

car shop. He planned to order a car first and take a look at the house when he had time. 

Both parents had met, and the house and car should be ready. 

There weren’t any 4S stores in Youcheng County, and the car dealerships were all integrated services, 

but he could order any car. They would run the 4S store for you and pull the car to Youcheng County. 

 


